
 
 

During the month of October, our gross motor focus was on developing skills in balance and coordination. 
We played several games that would help build these skills in natural, fun and age appropriate ways. Some 
of our favorite included: 

Balancing batteries robot game- We pretended that we were robots and the bean bags were our batteries. 
We started with the battery on our heads. Our challenge was to get our colorful bean bag to the matching 
colorful circle without dropping our battery. If their battery did drop, the friends had to freeze until a teacher 
picked up the battery and placed it back on their head. We did different variations of the game by balancing 
the batteries on different body parts. 

Stop, Drop and Balance- In this game, the friends danced to music with the bean bag. When the music 
stopped, the friends had to stop, drop their bean bag, and stand on it to balance (on one foot). The friends 
held their balance pose until the music started again.  

Hoop Balance- Each friend was excited to see how they could balance a hoop on a body part. We found that 
we could balance our hoops on our head, arms, shoulders and feet. We then stepped inside the hula hoop and 
balanced our body. We stood on one foot, balanced on our knees and even balanced using two hands and one 
foot. 

Beach Ball Buddies- In this game, each friend had a partner and was challenged to move a beach ball to the 
other side of the gym in different and fun ways. We moved the ball with each friend just using one hand, 
then the friends put the ball between their bellies and walked with their partner. Then we put the ball 
between our backs. It took some teamwork and communication (and some laugh breaks) to keep the ball 
from falling! 
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